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Who we are
Mad Head Games is a local bootstrapped developer from Belgrade and Novi Sad made up of hard-working, passionate,
dedicated dreamers who strongly believe that games have the power to make anyone’s day a little bit more
fun and
publisher
technology
imaginative. Its story began when it was founded in 2011 by a group of experienced developers and friends, which
makes the team one of the first ones on the national game dev scene.
Developer
Mad Head Games, Serbia
Founded
2011
Team size
130

They, just like the team that grew around them, continue to be committed and passionate about making games,
united around a singular vision of creating immersive, atmospheric, and fun titles. Their first big successes came
with HOPA titles published by Big Fish Games. Now, years later, the studio is working and focusing on several
core projects in Unreal Engine.

Website
madheadgames.com

In November 2020 Mad Head Games has become a part of a larger gaming family - Embracer group, where
they will continue to develop their own projects as an independent studio. This Serbian game dev pioneer
plans to use its hard-earned knowledge and experience to, one day, lead Serbian core game development
and put the country on the world map of AA+ games.

Throughout these dynamic times, one thing has remained a constant in Mad Head Games: the passion
and the drive to create ever-better games. In the years to come, the same constant remains, as the
studio embarks on new game development adventures.
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Pocket Settlers
2020

developer

technology

Set out on a gaming experience in a family-friendly cartoon world populated by
CUTE FOLKS the player will quickly fall in love with.
Immerse yourself into the beloved HIDDEN OBJECT PUZZLE mechanic, combined with
a TOWN BUILDER, all in an innovative setup designed for mobile phones! Start on
a deserted map where you will quickly DISCOVER numerous colorful CHARACTERS
and learn how to build an incredible TOWN. As you UNLOCK different buildings and
objects, you will advance further, opening new challenges and hidden object puzzles
to overcome. All of this and so much more await you in the TINY but amazing world of
POCKET SETTLERS! This game offers a colorful and interactive environment, spiced
up with a lighthearted narrative that teaches us about important lessons of a healthy
society which nowadays seem more important than ever.
Search for HIDDEN CHARACTERS, solve fast-paced PUZZLES and celebrate every
single TOWN expansion you CRAFT. Hooray!

iOS

Android
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Achieve
2020

developer

technology

Ideal gaming choice for anyone dreaming of one day hopping onto a rocket and
visit the Moon, other planets, and distant stars!
ACHIEVE - DISCOVER NEW EARTH! is a game of space and science exploration through
a process of unlocking mini-challenges. In the game, using dynamic and innovative
puzzles, players have to find a New Earth using their wits and provide a new planet in
the universe for the future of humanity.
ACHIEVE - DISCOVER NEW EARTH! takes the players to the very beginning of a race to
reach and colonize a New Earth. To do that, they have access to the total sum of human
knowledge of science and technology. However, that knowledge must be unlocked if
humanity is to reach the stars. To do that, players engage in various challenges and
mini-puzzle games, each of which unlocks another achievement. These are based on
a huge range of different approaches, from physical manipulation with the mobile
device to the use of logic and scientific facts, as well as information from the real world.
Once an achievement is made, others are unlocked and open for further exploration.
With each of these, players get closer to the ultimate goal of ACHIEVE - reaching and
colonizing New Earth!

iOS

Android
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100 Doors
Magic Word
2020

developer
publisher

technology

Welcome into a WORLD where every book holds its secret,
and every word is a CHALLENGE to beat!
Begin your journey into realms of MYSTERY and discovery. UNLOCK the
wonders of the Bookshelf in a cool, carefully crafted and completely FREE logic
puzzler, that combines the wonder of exploration with the

craft of writing.

It takes a smart brain and a desire for problem-solving, so dive into this rich realm of
literary classics - 100 Doors: Magic Word awaits YOU!
ESCAPE into a rich fantasy world where being smart is law!
BEAT satisfying word puzzles in the Terminal!
DISCOVER new levels based on famous works of literature!
USE YOUR BRAIN to overcome hundreds of logic puzzles!
CRAFT your own collection by gathering all the unique Collectibles!
EXPLORE the mystery of the Bookshelf, and enjoy its carefully crafted art!

Android

iOS
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Tap temple
Monster Clicker
2018

developer

technology

Ever wanted to assemble a horde of terrifying creatures that will follow your every
command? Consort with dark forces and TAP to summon your Lovecraftian minions!
TAP to open portals and summon your dark minions from beyond!
MERGE creatures into new, terrifying beings that will increase your wisdom!
Explore hidden worlds of the CTHULHU MYTHOS!
Use GAME-CHANGING SPELLS to your advantage!
ASCEND the leaderboards and exchange GIFTS with those you’d call friends!
Unlock the ultimate secrets of the universe… or destroy it in the process.
Welcome to Idle Evolution Tapper Game - TAP TEMPLE Monster Clicker!

iOS

Android
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Monster Loops
2017

developer

publisher

technology

Vamporbs, Frankenballs, and Mummyspheres are on the loose and someone has to
get all of them! Engage in exciting twitch gameplay in which you must connect the
monster orbs and loop them for even bigger bonuses, all of which is available to the
players anytime and anywhere. With 30 monsters to unlock and a leaderboard to fight
over, Monster Loops is a release that every fan of casual puzzle and match 3 games
should check out.
Caution: addiction guaranteed!

iOS
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Rocking Pilot
2017

developer

publisher

technology

Bring the Heat with Dual Ranged and Close-Quarters Combat in this
Hardcore, Hard Rock Shooter!
Shoot, blast and slash through hordes of enemies in Rocking Pilot - a twin-stick shooter
extravaganza inspired by arcade classics.
Standard propellers are replaced with deadly ROTOR BLADES that chop up tanks
and soldiers to pieces. Activating the Overdrive makes your helicopter an immortal
machine of destruction: fly & chop through swarms of enemies while deflecting their
bullets back at them, or use your own arsenal of guns, rocket launchers and lasers.
Mayhem guaranteed.

PC

Mac
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ALL ABOUT
BIG FISH GAMES:

4.5

CASUAL GAME:
publisher

technology

B E ST
O F THE B E ST
2 016

Flames of Time

“

“

I was literally on the edge of my seat and defintely
never ever bored!

“

I personally never expected to pull out a gun in
a hidden object game and engage in shootouts
or even drive. It keeps the action moving along.
Adam Wolfe is the next level of Puzzle Hidden
Object Games.
Steam reviewer

“

Steam reviewer
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Series

Adam Wolfe

Episodes
The Ancient Flame

publisher

technology

The Devil you Know
Lady and the Painter
Zero Hour
A tale of terror the likes of which anyone hasn’t seen before!
Here at Mad Head Games, we proudly proclaim that hidden object games do not have to
fit the overused fantasy, fairy story-like narratives. Experimenting carefully with mid-core
and hard-core elements, we were able to provide a breath of fresh air into the genre.
Adam Wolfe takes the hidden object genre and pushes it to the limit, presenting a
dark storyline and challenging gameplay that will appeal to both casual and hard-core
players. The game is set in contemporary San Francisco, plagued by uncanny events
and mystical affairs. Caught between the mundane and the supernatural, former police
detective Adam Wolfe is on a quest to find his missing sister. What he eventually finds
is much more than what he bargained for. Adam Wolfe is en episodic game, the first
episode of which was released in october 2016.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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BIG FISH GAMES:
publisher

technology

3.9

“

“

It is such a pleasure to play a Mad Head Game!
Big Fish customer

“

developer

Do you have what it takes to free Isaac and discover
what this intergalactic vehicle is doing on Earth?

“

allaboutcasualgame.com
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Franchise

Moonsouls
Games
Echoes of the Past | 2018

publisher

technology

The Lost Sanctum | 2019

The light in the night sky beckons.
Imagine a world where the mysteries of the past are deeply embedded in the life
of today. There, high above, the ultimate mysteri lies - a mighty moon, uknown and
dinstant, yet always seen from the ground.
There, it might seem that mistystery and aventure are never far off and in fact, they are
not. Embark on an adventure like no other in the strange and wonderful universe of the
Moonsouls series.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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BIG FISH GAMES:
publisher

technology

3.7

“

The strange pyramid: is this just the entrance to
something incredible?

“

“

Big Fish customer

Wanderlust: What Lies Beneath cements Mad Head
Games at the pinnacle of the HOPA genre.

“

allaboutcasualgame.com
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Franchise

Wanderlust
Games
What Lies Beneath | 2018

publisher

technology

City of Mists | 2019
Shadow of the Monolith | 2021
The Bermuda Secret | 2021
Swipe away the history to reach the truth.
The ancient history of the world seems to be one of those unchanging elements in
the hectic modern world. However, what if the facts and stories of the past long gone
are only a part of the real truth? What if the buildings and monuments of the ancient
times hold gateways to the true history, full of wonders and amazing things, as much
as danger?
Wanderlust is a HOPA series that explores this very idea and does it in a way that made
its first game an instant adventure classic.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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BIG FISH GAMES:

3.1

“

The fright chasers are back taking you to
a whole new world of adventure!

“

“

Big Fish customer

The high-quality graphics are complemented by
wonderful visual effects and terrific scene designs

“

allaboutcasualgame.com
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Franchise

Fright Chasers
Games
Dark Exposure | 2017
Soul Reaper

| 2018

Director’s cut

| 2019

Thrills, chills and kills

publisher

technology

| 2020

Peer into the darkness.
Fright Chasers is determined to take its players straight to a domain of horror and
mystery. The world around us is not the only one and the staff of Fright Chasers knows
this too well. As the ultimate news resource on all things paranormal and creepy, their
journalists venture in the dark and hidden corners, willing to do everything to unravel
the truth. With this dynamic setup, Mad Head Games is determined to provide all fans
of the classic horror genre a HOPA series they will truly enjoy.

PC

Mac
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BIG FISH GAMES:
publisher

technology

4.3

“

It is very rarely that a game impresses me as
much as this one has —it’s a solid-gold winner!

“

“

Big Fish customer

Donna Brave: And the Strangler of Paris begins a
new ambitious chapter in Mad Head’s growing list
of masterpieces.

“

allaboutcasualgame.com
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Franchise

Donna Brave
Games

publisher
publisher

techology
technology

The Strangler of Paris | 2017
And The Deathly Tree | 2018

The new definition of detective.
Donna Brave is a fresh new franchise that finally unleashes the true detective potential
of our players. Take on a case laced with supernatural in the enthralling yet dangerous
streets of Paris. Help Donna, a detective stuck in the midst of a mystery that threatens
both her and her family, unravel the threads of a secrets society, stop the horrendous
Strangler of Paris and find what links all these occurrences with the secretive Golden
Circle. How is your own family connected to the Circle, and what does the Strangler
of Paris really want? The answers might cost more than Donna is willing to pay.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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ALL ABOUT
BIG FISH GAMES:

4.3

CASUAL GAME:

B E ST
CONCEPT
2 016

Skyline Adventure

“

“

Mad Head has another winner!
Big Fish customer

“

Now comes the day when the world is in peril and
both species are in danger, only the Champion
who enters the Forbidden Zone and bring back the
Nucleus can save us all. Are you the Champion?

“

allaboutcasualgame.com
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Franchise

Dawn of Hope
Games
Skyline Adventure

| 2016

publisher

technology

Daughter of Thunder | 2017
Frozen Soul

| 2018

A world will rise from its ashes.
The distant future will bring changes and some of them will be Earth-shattering. Dawn
of Hope is a HOPA adventure series that allows you to leap over space and time and
arrive in a place that has long forgotten the modern world. There, in the broken remnants
of the old civilization, a new world is blossoming.
Here, past technology becomes myth and old books arcane knowledge. Are you willing
to explore it and all the terrors and wonders it might hold?

PC

Mac

iOS
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BIG FISH GAMES:

C RE E PIE ST
GAME!

Subject 360

4.6

“

One of Mad Head’s very best, and that’s saying a
lot. It has high production values, a juicy story and
a well-executed horror theme - an instant classic!!

“

allaboutcasualgame.com
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Franchise

Maze
Games
Subject 360

| 2015

Broken Tower

| 2016

publisher

technology

The Nightmare Realm | 2017
Stolen Minds

| 2018

Sinister Play

| 2020

We dare you to work your way out!
Maze, the nascent horror HOPA franchise, presents a groundbreaking new approach
to casual games. Maze offers all the satisfying chills of a classic tale of terror while
remaining true to the principles of good storytelling and successfully avoiding the
pitfalls of unnecessary gore and excessive jump scares. In each game, the player is
trapped in a labyrinth, be it literal or metaphorical.
Driven by the desire to find their way out to safety and prevent anyone else from
suffering the same fate, they slowly unravel the tragic mysteries behind their capture.
The Maze series features a somewhat grittier, more realistic style of art compared
to other HOPA games, that better fits into its bleaker settings, and better suits its
immersive and grisly plots.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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ALL ABOUT
BIG FISH GAMES:

CASUAL GAME:

S LE E PE R
GAME!

B E ST O F
2 01 5
C O N C E P T!

Light Advent

Light Advent

HIT

4.5

B E ST
VI SUALS
2 016

Star Descendant

“

“

So refreshingly awesome, we blasted through
the 5-hour gameplay in just one sitting!
allaboutcasualgame.com
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Franchise

Beyond
Games
Light Advent

| 2015

publisher

technology

Star Descendant | 2016
The Fading Signal | 2018

Thrills out of this world.
Chock - full of novel character concepts and scenes worthy of classic cinema, the
Beyond franchise combines gripping stories, innovative art, and alluring sci-fi settings.
Beyond stories successfully avoid the stumbling blocks of corny and outmoded sci-fi
tropes while wholeheartedly embracing the thrill of discovery and spirit of adventure,
with emotional and engaging plots unfolding alongside.
Mad Head Games have gone out of their way to show that science fiction and HOPA
genres really can be combined into a harmonious whole that is still a bundle of thrills.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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ALL ABOUT CASUAL GAME:

B E ST NEW
S E RIE S
2 016

Darkness Incarnate

4.1

“

It is a wonderful game full of great puzzles to
solve and plenty of interactive HO scenes.
Great adult game, kept me wanting to turn the
page so to speak. I love a game you can’t leave
and they are rare. This is one of those games.

“

Big Fish customer
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Franchise

Shadowplay
Games
Darkness Incarnate

| 2016

publisher

technology

Whispers of the Past | 2017
Forsaken Island

| 2018

Harrowstead Mystery | 2019

The shadows are not an absence of light.
Shadowplay franchise continues to explore the horror narrative in the HOPA genre,
bringing chills and thrills in an equal measure. Imagine an unspeakable world behind
the veil of reality and imagine its inhabitants.
Now, every time you turn around in the bright afternoon sun and see your shadow, ask
yourself: could it lead me to that world? Shadowplay is the series that will allow you to
play stories where exactly this happenes.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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BIG FISH GAMES:

4.7

“

“

I seldom make reviews, but this one deserves it.
Like eating hot wings, you just can’t get enough.

“

“

Big Fish customer

This is the most stunning, breathtaking,
gobsmacking, or any other superlative you can
think off, game ever!
Big Fish customer
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Franchise

Dark Realm
Games
Queen of Flames |
Princess of Ice
|
Lord of the Winds |
Guardian of Flames |

2014

publisher

technology

2015
2016
2017

Magic. Adventure. Romance.
Dark Realm brings casual - style HOPA gaming into a world of epic fantasy, thrilling
adventure, and glamorous romance. Building on the foundation of fairy story HOPA
games, more fantastic creatures are added, and kings and queens both noble and
beguiling. In the Dark Realm franchise, Mad Head sets the player on a monumental
heroic journey through an enchanted landscape in a land of magic, adventure and
romance.

PC

Mac

iOS
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BIG FISH GAMES:

B E ST
MYSTE RY
GAME!

Music, Betrayal
and Death

ALL ABOUT CASUAL GAME:

B E ST O F
2 014
TALK O F TH E
TOWN!

Music, Betrayal

Music, Betrayal

and Death

and Death

“

“

B E ST O F
2 014
STO RY!

Cool, Exotic and Spectacular!
Big Fish customer
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Franchise

Cadenza
Games
Music, Betrayal and Death | 2014
The Kiss of Death		| 2015
Havana Nights		
| 2016
Fame, Theft and Murder | 2017
The Eternal Dance
| 2018
The Following
| 2019

publisher

technology

Lose yourself in music and intrigue.
For us, music is more than a form of entertainment - it is a way to tell stories using
emotions. Thanks to endless inspiration provided by diverse tunes, the Cadenza
series was created with the purpose of providing a mystery adventure game that
uses music as its central element. Just like a smooth piano solo, these games are
designed to transport their players into a different time and place, while enveloping
them with irresistible mystery.
Part detective stories, and part immersive experience, the Cadenza series aims to be
the figurehead of a perfect alliance of the HOPA genre and great music.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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BIG FISH GAMES:

M OST

B E ST

E XC ITIN G

SURPRI S E

GAME!

E N D IN G!

The Beauty Within

Shattered Image

ALL ABOUT CASUAL GAME:

B E ST O F
2 013
VI SUALS

B E ST O F
2 013
HIDDEN
O B J ECT
GAM E

B E ST O F
2 013
TH E B E ST O F
TH E B E ST

The Beauty Within

The Beauty Within

The Beauty Within

“

“

It is the very best game of 2013, or is it the best ever?
allaboutcasualgame.com
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Franchise

Nevertales
Games
publisher

The Beauty Within | 2013
Shattered Image | 2014

Creator’s Spark

| 2018

Smoke and Mirrors | 2014

The Abomination
The Hearthbridge

| 2019
| 2020

Faryon

| 2021

Legends

| 2015

Hidden Doorway | 2016
Forgotten Pages

technology

| 2017

A clever mix of excitement and enigma!
Mad Head Games wanted to find a way to showcase its appreciation of the fantasy
genre - after all, most of the studio’s developers grew up with it. The result of
this was the highly-acclaimed Nevertales franchise that aims to perfectly blends
mystery and fantasy. With each player character endowed with the unique ability
to cross the boundary between fact and fiction, the player embarks on one worldhopping
adventure after another, exploring the marvelous worlds of fairy tale and
popular literature, all the while combatting threats to themselves and loved ones.
Complemented by engaging storylines, compelling characters, and beautiful art, it is
no wonder that Nevertales is one of the most popular fantasy HOPA series in the world.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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Franchise

Mindframe
Games
The Secret Design | 2020

publisher

technology

A mind is the most dangerous weapon of all.
William Rodger was just an ordinary college kid when he enrolled in a medical trial.
After a year of taking a handful of pills per day, the company that organized the trial
vanished and Will was left with a permanent side effect - he could enter the minds of
others for a short period of time.
Not knowing what to do, Will kept this a secret and became a psychologist with
the NYPD. Now, he works with the police to solve crimes, all the while struggling to
unravel the mystery of his life - how and why did he attain this incredible ability?

PC

Mac
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BIG FISH GAMES:
publisher
M OST

M OST
E XC ITIN G

ANTIC IPATE D

GAME!

GAME!

Child of the Forest

Hide and Seek

technology

ALL ABOUT CASUAL GAME:

B E ST O F
2 013
S EQUE L

B E ST O F
2 013
ADVE NTURE
GAME

B E ST O F
2 012
ADVE NTURE
GAME

Child of the Forest

Child of the Forest

The Perfect Show

“

“

Rite of Passage is nothing short of a brilliant
game. It’s a very entertaining ride from
beginning to end!
Gamezebo
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Franchise

Rite of Passage
Games
The Perfect Show

publisher

| 2012

Child of the Forest | 2013

The Sword and the Fury

Hide and Seek

| 2014

The Lost Tides

| 2015

Hackamore Bluff
Bloodlines

Deck of Fates

| 2017

| 2018
| 2019

Embrace of Ember Lake

Heart of the Storm | 2016

technology

| 2021

| 2016

One of the benchmarks in HOPA gaming.
The first series created and developed by Mad Head Games, Rite of Passage is
an instant classic, embodying all the elements that made HOPA games such an
endearing genre. With a seamless joining of mystery, the supernatural and romance,
Rite of Passage games take the players to beautiful and enigmatic places, visited by
hidden powers that cannot be rationally explained.
Playing games in the Rite of Passage series is like taking an old book aiming to read
just a few pages, only to realize hours later that you finished it in a single sitting.
You’ll end up craving more while staring desperately at the back cover.

PC

Mac

iOS

Android
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Pagan Online
2019

developer

publisher
publisher

technology

The Gods are gone – their demise has left the world in turmoil. Dark forces the likes
of which have never been seen before are amassing to tear the souls from those too
weak to resist and devour whoever is left.
You are the Gods’ only hope now. 
Become one of the Chosen, forces of nature hand-picked by fate to fight for their world.
Battle for endless riches and forge artefacts of unspeakable power in your quest for
glory. Carve a path through your enemies to claim the world as yours.
To begin your journey, help the Mysterious Old Man to discover the greatest secrets
the realm holds.
Go forth and do what you will – this is the only law now.

PC
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publisher

technology

Total Released Titles

Average MHG games rating!

Released Titles per year

70
58

36

4.4

63

47

25
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11

8

3
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11

10

11

6

5

7

2

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021
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TO SUM UP:
publisher

66

4

130

9

games published

studio members

technology

offices

games coming soon
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Press & Business contact
c o nt a c t@ m a d h e a d g a m e s .c o m

madheadgames.com

